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Abstract
A natural numbers object 1 0−!N S−!N in a cartesian closed category associates to each
pair of arrows a : 1 ! A and h : A ! A a unique arrow f : N ! A such that f0 = a and
fS = hf. We call (N; 0; S) a quasi-natural numbers object if the arrow f is unique only up
to quasi-equality, where two arrows N ! A are called quasi-equal if they are equalized by the
canonical arrow A ! N (NA). We show that quasi-natural numbers objects can be characterized
equationally. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18C99; 18D99
As we all know, Bill Lawvere [6] characterized the natural numbers object (NNO)
in a cartesian closed category (CCC) as an initial object 1 0−!N S−!N in the category
of all diagrams 1 a−!A h−!A. CCCs too had been introduced by Lawvere [7]; a free
CCC may be thought of as a categorical presentation of the proof theory of the positive
intuitionistic propositional calculus, provided we read the terminal object 1 as \true",
the cartesian product A B as \A and B" and the power object CA as \if A then C".
With each CCC there is associated a language: a typed -calculus with surjective
pairing; for details see [1]. To recapitulate the crux of the argument: let us adjoin an
indeterminate arrow x : 1! A to the CCC C, thus obtaining another CCC C[x] with
the same objects as C, but with arrows ’(x) : C ! B polynomials in x, built up with
the help of operations on arrows in C, e.g. the projections A;B : A  B ! A and
0AB : A  B ! B. We may think of the indeterminate x as a variable of type A and
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write x 2 A, and of the polynomial ’(x) as an expression of type B in the associated
language.
In particular, when C = 1, there exists a unique arrow f :A ! B in C such that
’(x) = fx in C[x]. If pf q : 1! BA is what Lawvere calls the \name" of f, we may
write f = x2A’(x) and verify the usual rules of the -calculus
x2A’‘a= ’(a); x2A(g‘x) = g;
where g : 1! BA and g‘ : A! B is the unique arrow whose name is g. 1
In this article we shall investigate to what extent NNOs can be presented equation-
ally; in particular, we show that this is the case if we replace the NNO by a quasi-NNO.
None of the following observations are new and even our main result is essentially
contained in [3]; it is here proved more transparently by the methods of [4].
We begin by looking at a number of equivalent characterizations of a NNO, rela-
tivized to an object A of a CCC. I must confess a fondness for expressing conditions
in terms of the associated language rather than by commutative diagrams. 2 Given an
object A in a CCC, we may describe a NNO with respect to A by any of the following
conditions:
1. For all a : 1! A and h : A! A, there exists a unique f : N ! A such that f0= a
in C and fSy = hfy in C[y] (y 2 N ). We write f = JA(a; h).
2. For all a : C ! A and h : C  A ! A, there exists a unique f : C  N ! A such
that
fhz; 0i= az; fhz; Syi= hhz; fhz; yii;
in C[z] and C[z; y], respectively (z 2 C; y 2 N ). We write f = JC;A(a; h).
3. For all a : 1! A and h : N  A! A, there exists a unique f : N ! A such that
f0 = a; fSy = hhy; fyi;
in C and C[y], respectively (y 2 N ). We write f = RA(a; h).
4. For all a : C ! A and h : C  N  A ! A, there exists a unique f : C  N ! A
such that
fhz; 0i= az; fhz; Syi= hhz; fhz; yii;
in C[z] and C[z; y], respectively (z 2 C; y 2 N ). We write f = RC;A(a; h).
(1) is of course the same as Lawvere’s description of the NNO in a CCC C. We
call JA the iterator at A.
(2) asserts that (N; 0; S) remains a NNO in C[z], when z : 1! C is an indeterminate
arrow. It is proved by considering the diagram
1 paq!AC h
0
!AC;
1 It has been said that the operation inverse to naming is useful for lion hunting: one applies it after writing
the word \lion" in the sand.
2 My linguistic bias is not shared by everybody. When I had talked about the essential equivalence of CCCs
and -calculi in Murten in 1984, Sammy Eilenberg remarked: \Good, then we can forget all about the
-calculus."
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where
ph0q= u2AC z2Chhz; u‘zi:
Having found g= JAC (paq; h0), one denes f in C by
fhz; yi= (gy)‘z
in C[z; y]. It should be noted that, in a cartesian category (without exponentiation),
(2) rather than (1) serves to dene the NNO. We may think of z 2 C as a parameter
of type C. For example, writing +hz; yi= z + y, where z; y 2 N , we may dene
+ = JN;N (0N ; S0N;N );
where 0N is the compound arrow N ! 1 0−!N .
(3) allows recursion, more general than (1). We call RA the recursor at A. It is
needed, for example, to dene the predecessor P = RN (0; 0N;N ) to satisy P0 = 0 and
PSy=y, whence one obtains the naive dierence z −y= −hz; yi by −=JN;N (0N ; P0N;N ).
To prove (3), one considers the diagram
1
h0;ai−!N  A hS;hi−! N  A;
where = N;A is the rst projection N  A! N , and obtains
hg; fi= JA(h0; ai; hS; hi):
Uniqueness is then exploited to infer that g = JN (0; 1N ) = 1N , hence that f has the
required property.
(4) combines (2) and (3). It is a restatement of (3) for C[z], z being a parameter of
type C. When C =Nk and A=N , this is the recursion used in [2] to dene primitive
recursive functions. In fact, primitive recursive functions and other provably recursive
functions live in any CCC with NNO [8].
In our discussion, a crucial role will be played by a Maltsev operation mA : A3 ! A
on the object A satisfying the equations
mAhx; y; yi= x; mhy; y; zi= z;
where x; y and z are variables of type A.
If (N; 0; S) is a NNO, there is always a Maltsev operation on N , e.g.
mN hx; y; zi= (x + z) −y:
Evidently, every object of the form NC also has a Maltsev operation dened by
pmNBhu; v; wiq= z2CmN hu‘z; v‘z; w‘zi;
where u; v and w are variables of type NC .
The proof that (2)) (3) made use of uniqueness, but the proof that (1)) (2) did
not, nor does the proof that (3)) (4). We shall dene a weak NNO with respect to
A as satisfying a weakened version of (3), without uniqueness, thus by the family of
equation;
(3w) RA(a; h)0 = a; RA(a; h)Sy = hhy; RA(a; h)yi;
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for all a : 1 ! A and h : A ! A. This becomes a (strong) NNO with respect to A if
we add the conditions:
UA(f; h) : fSy = hhy; fyi ) f = RA(f0; h)
for all f : N ! A and h : A! A. Since (3w)) (4w), meaning the weakened version
of (4) without uniqueness, we can still dene RC;A and JC;A for a weak NNO with
respect to A. Hence x + y; x −y and mN hx; y; zi can also still be dened, e.g.
x + y = JN (0N ; S0N;N )hx; yi:
However, their properties do require uniqueness. For example, to show that x+y=y+x,
we must verify that 0 + x = x and Sy + x = S(y + x) and then cite uniqueness of the
arrow ’(x) : N ! N in C[x] such that
’(x)0 = x; ’(x)Sy = S’(x)y
in C[x] and C[x; y], respectively.
It is somewhat embarrassing that the conditions UA(f; h) are implications and not
equations, hence many authors have reluctantly conned attention to weak NNOs, e.g.
[1,8,5]. Yet these conditions can be replaced by equations when A admits a Maltsev
operation, for example, when A = NC . We summarize the main result of [4] in the
present context:
Proposition 1.1. If H = H (mA; f; h) : N  A! A is dened by
H hy; xi= mAhhhy; xi; hhy; fyi; fSyi
for y 2 N and x 2 A; then
UA(f;H)) RA(f0; H) = f ) UA(f; h):
Proof (indicated). The rst implication uses mAhy; y; zi = z and the second uses
mAhx; y; yi= x.
Corollary 1.2. If A admits a Maltsev operation mA; a NNO with respect to A is
characterized by the equations
RA(a; h)0 = a;
RA(a; h)Sy = hhy; RA(a; h)yi;
RA(f0; H (mA; f; h))y = fy
for all a : 1! A; h : N  A! A and f : N ! A; y being a variable of type N .
As we saw, when (N; 0; S) is a (strong) NNO, NC will admit a Maltsev operation.
But even if it just a weak NNO, we can still construct mNC from
mN hx; y; zi= (x + z) −y;
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but then we must postulate
(x + y) −y = x;
to justify the second implication of Proposition 1.1.
To come to our main result, we call two arrows f; g : N ! A quasi-equal if
Af= Ag, where A : A! NNA =A^ is the canonical morphism dened, with the help
of x 2 A, by
Ax = u2NA(u‘x);
in C[x], that is
pAq= x2Au2NA(u‘x);
in C.
We call (N; 0; S) a quasi-NNO with respect to A provided the arrow f in (1) above
is only unique up to quasi-equality.
We recall the following result from [3].
Lemma 1.3. The class of objects in a CCC for which A is mono contains N and is
closed under subobjects; nite products and internal powers.
Proof (in part). We only show the rst and last assertion.
To check that N is mono, suppose Nf= Ng, where f; g : C ! N . For z 2 C and
u 2 NN we then have
u‘(fz) = u‘(gz);
in C[u; z]. Replacing u by p1N q, we obtain fz = gz in C[z], hence f = g in C.
Given that A is mono, we show that AB is mono too. So assume ABf= ABg. For
y 2 B, dene py : AB ! A in C[y] by putting pyu=u‘y in C[y; u], where u 2 AB, that
is, ppyq = u2AB (u‘y) in C[y]. By naturality of ; Apy = pyAB , hence pyf = pyg
in C[y]. Now take z 2 C, then
(fz)‘y = (gz)‘y;
in C[z; y], hence fz = gz in C[z], and so f = g in C.
Note. this argument assumes only that N is an object of C and makes no use of 0
and S.
Proposition 1.4. A weak NNO with respect to A is a quasi-NNO with respect to A
if it is a strong NNO with respect to A^= NN
A
.
Proof. Assume (N; 0; S) is a strong NNO with respect to A^. Given a : 1 ! A and
h : A! A, we obtain Aa : 1! A^ and h^ : A^! A^. By naturality of , Ah= h^A. Since
(N; 0; S) satises (1w), the weakened form of (1) without uniqueness, with respect to
A, there exists f = JA(a; h) such that f0 = a and fS = hf, hence Af0 = Aa and
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AfS = h^Af. By assumption, (1) holds for A^, hence Af is unique with respect to
this property, hence f is unique up to quasi-equality. Thus (N; 0; S) is a quasi-NNO.
Note. This result assumes only that (N; 0; S) satises (1w), which is even weaker than
(3w), the dening property of a weak NNO. The same is true of the following (but
not in Corollary 1.6).
Corollary 1.5. A weak NNO in a CCC is a quasi-NNO if and only if it is a strong
NNO with respect to all objects of the form A^.
Proof. It remains to show that, if it is a quasi-NNO with respect to A^, it will be a
strong NNO with respect to A^. This is so, because A^ is mono, by Lemma 1.3.
Corollary 1.6. A weak NNO in a CCC is a quasi-NNO if and only if the following
equations hold:
(x + y) −y = x (x; y 2 N );
RA^(f
00; H (mA^; f
0; h0)) = f0
for all h0 : N  A^! A^ and f0 : N ! A^.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.2 and the remark immediately after it.
The family of operations RA(a; h) describing a weak NNO depends on more param-
eters than necessary. We may in fact take advantage of (2) and replace a and phq
by indeterminate arrows x : 1 ! A and v : 1 ! ANA, respectively. We may then
introduce an operation
A : A ANA ! AN
for each object A, internalizing the mapping
RA : Hom(1; A) Hom(N  A; A)! Hom(N; A);
to satisfy the equations
(5w) Ahx; vi‘0 = x; Ahx; vi‘(Sy) = v‘hy; (Ahx; vi)‘yi:
Indeed, (5w) can be obtained from (3w) as applied to the category C[x; v] by dening
Ahx; vi= pRA(x; v‘)q:
Conversely, (3w) may be deduced from (5w) by dening
RA(a; h) = Aha; phqi‘:
Better still, we can obtain (4w) from (5w) by passing to the category C[z], where
z 2 C, and considering Ahaz; ph0zqi, where h0 : C ! ANA is obtained from h :
C  N  A! A as follows:
(h0z)‘hy; zi= hhz; y; xi;
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where y 2 N and x 2 A. Now dene RC;A(a; h) : C  N ! A by
RC;A(a; h)hz; yi= (Ahaz; ph0zqi)‘y:
If A has a Maltsev operation mA, we may also internalize the mapping
H (mA;−;−) : Hom(N; A) Hom(N  A; A)! Hom(N  A; A);
by introducing
~mA : AN  ANA ! AN
as follows:
( ~mAhu; wi)1hy; xi= mAhw‘hy; xi; w‘hy; u‘yi; u‘(Sy)i
for u 2 AN ; w 2 NNA; y 2 N; x 2 A, so that
~mAhpfq; phqi= H (mA; f; h):
To pass from the equational presentation (5w) of a weak NNO to one of a quasi-NNO,
we refer to Corollary 1.6 and add two equations:
Corollary 1.7. A quasi-NNO in a CCC may be described by an operation A : A
ANA ! AN ; for each object A; satisfying the equations:
Ahx; vi‘0 = x;
Ahx; vi‘(Sy) = v‘hy; (Ahx; vi)‘yi;
A^hx0; p ~mA^hu0; w0iq) = w0;
(y + y0) −y0 = y;
where x 2 A; v 2 ANA; y; y0 2 N; x0 2 A^; v0 2 A^ A^ and w0 2 A^NA^.
Finally we make the following:
Observation 1.8. The free CCC with quasi-NNO (generated by the empty graph) has
a strong NNO. Its arrows Nk ! N are provably recursive functions.
To see this, we note that all objects A of the free category are obtained from 1
and N by cartesian products and exponentiation. It follows from Lemma 1.3 that A
is mono, hence that quasi-equality implies equality.
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